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Sophie Kopp
Grandfather, Clock

The Clock
made the coals
stop smoking,
the toys in the box
collect dust.

The clock
made the tired
stop hoping,
the ones running late
feel rushed.

The clock
made the journey
go farther,
the pants in the closet
ill-fitting.

The clock
made the wounds
turn to scars,

the wrinkles it caused
by ticking.

The clock
made memories
disappear.
It made the grudge
a forgiver.

The clock
made the reason
become something clear,
the shudder from your loss
a mere shiver.

Inland Northwest Reptile Shelter Proposal

malnourished, dying and dead animals in our region will grow as well. The impact not only on the
animals themselves but on us, as hobbyists, will worsen as more animals are purchased by uninformed
(and misinformed) keepers; it is only a matter of time until a local tragedy occurs due to keeper
negligence. We need only to look to Florida to see what our future might be: Irresponsible owners
setting up instinct-driven predators to cause a tragedy, the continuing release of unwanted pets into the
wild, and public misinformation combine to create too tight of laws, entire species banned from the
state, and public outrage at all reptile keepers. I know we all fought hard and donated a lot of money to
our lobbyists in Washington DC to prevent nation-wide species bans and knee-jerk laws being passed
over the last twelve months, just imagine what we could do, the voice we could have, if we accomplish
the successful implementation of a large, diverse herpetological society and a successful reptile shelter
that not only cares for animals in need, but educates and informs.
Thank you for taking the time to read this. If you have any questions, suggestions, or want to discuss this
further, please feel free to contact me at bail2620@vandals.uidaho.edu. I am looking forward to our
December gathering of reptile enthusiasts so that we can discuss this issue as a group and move forward
with the plans for a much needed facility.
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